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TALKIOO PAPER
On 13 May 1968 I . provided ·t he· USIB with a report

containingi an aaaeaament

o~

the loss of the USS PUEBLO.

iiii

In ·

response to thi• report Admiral Taylor sent me a letter which

I

asked several question• concerning the PUEBLO and expreaaed

· interest in having . . diacuaa "corrective measure• that might
help limit daaage and avoid a repetition of such serioua
potential lo••••·"

I •ill first try to answer Admiral Taylor's specific
queations and then turn to the overall matter of corrective

measures being taken to limit future lo.ss such as the PUEBLO.
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Admiral Taylor's Questions

!!!!!!!!!

wti'y

were such documents as "Soviet Missile Operations,

Launches and Related Activities'',

.. -················

_____- --- -------------.\-----------------'
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.... . ..

~ndthe

!!!!!!!!!

publications on ED-IIOOM c.ommunications Systems and

activity included amongst the documents aboard on this

!bl i J J- ~0 · 0:SG 4-03
(b) ( 3 )- 1 8 'JSC 198 ·
(b) (3) - P . L .

86 - 36

mission?
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The documents mentioned are SICR' s (Specific Intelligence

co~~~~t:l.on
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Requirements)•
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("Soviet Miaaile Operations. ~unches, and Related Activities",
CHIOOM Communications Systems" and OIICOM l....____.I Activity");
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were given to the PVKBLO by NSA or its field office•.

86-36

-

I

don't know apeci:tically why the•• documents were on board perhaps General Carroll or Admiral Flucky may wiah to
comment - but it may be aa waa the case with related technical
docuaante provided by NSA, that -they were choaen becauae the
PUEBLO waa equt:pped to collect Soviet telemetry, and the

PUBBLO was char9ed with monitori119 Soviet :tleet activity which
could include cruise miasile capability.

As you can see, it

had been the practice to provide technical support document•

on all aapecte o:t the miasion, although there might have
been only sli9ht possibility that they would be required.

A•

I will note a9ain later, I have taken steps to change this

approach in NSA and to drastically reducedthe holdings of SIGINT
refel:.ffnce material to only that which is specifically pertinent
to the innediate mission; all other reference material i• being
retained ashore.
We don't know how others select materials for use by
collection platforms but the selection of SIGINT reference

materials tor the PUEBLO was made by analytic elements
NSA and

byl

~on

o~

t11.ebasis ot the six- ·

month schedule of the PUEBLO'S activiti~s.

This schedule

·········· ·

(b) ( 3 )-P.L.

was announced by CINCPACFLT in December 1967; however, it
had been known at NSA earlier, and a collection was made
of Working Aids, COMINT Techriical Reports aD:i manuals which
would be useful to the members of the SIGINT detachment aboard.
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Th .. e material ... , as in the past 1 were 9i v,

-

the Aaaiatant

Director, Naval Security Group, for forwarding to the PUEBLO'•
point of embark& t ion.

-

What action, it any, ia being taken to insure that
similar senaitive publicationa, not directly relevant

to the mi1aion have been removed trom other technical

--

research •hips which miO}lt be aeiaed?
.·
.,
Immediately atter the PUEBLO capture, ~s~. requeatec::S
/

that DIRNAVSECGRU review
.•--'1C:'.·

speci~ic
'

. .- ~ - ·· -- -:-

--

NSA-originated documents

-

not absolutely required for the mission and that they be

removed from · their on-board document holdings.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!

This has

-

been accomplished for all Technical Research Ships.
~dditionally,

DIRNAVSECGRU is currently preparing an

instruction which will establish a policy on the types
and quantities of documents to be carried aboard mobile
SIGINT platforms.

In January 1968 the OK> also directed

all Technical Research Ships to off-load material evaluated

not absolutely essential and not covered by previous NSA
requests.

TRS'a were directed to 1) return all cryptographtc

keying material except that months effective key and two
.
months IDB; 2) :torward to the appropriate NAVSEroRU area
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director all cryptolo0ic materials not definitely required
for mission taaldng; and 3) carefully screen and reduce
to a minimum all other classified material.
Admiral Taylor also expressed the view that the "fly
away" team to interview CD•!INT personnel, which I mentioned

in my report, •hould include a representative of the DCI I certainly support his wish to have one of his people
included in tne arrangements.

As you may already be aware,

Rufe, Oplan CINCPA<FLT 99-68 provides for the debriefing
of PUEBLO peraonnal.

Upon learning of the development of

the plan I requested that NSA be included in planning
arrangements and SIGINT personnel from the Navy and NSA
are

be~g

provided to accomplish the cryptologic/cryptographic

damage assessment.

(DIRNAVSECGRU is sending 9 persons,

DIRNAVSECGRUPAC-4 and I am sending 9.
31 interviewers for the team.)

The Navy is providing

I note that there is no

provision in the Oplan for CIA participation, however, I
think that this is an action which you can take up with
CINCPACFLT directly, Rufe.

I noted from the Oplan distribution

list that [X)D/PRO, your CINCPAC contact point, has a copy
0£ the plan.
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I would like to turn at this point to a brief discussion
of additional corrective meaaurea that have been taken to
limit Luture damage whic.h could result .from the capture

Code

of exposed platforms or unit• which hold SIGINT materials.
.................

On 31 .January 1968.

I sent a message to the three

SCA's and their respective field headquarters, requeating an.
immediate inventory of all SIGSNT documents for all Mobile
Plat:toras.

My message said, in part:

"Request you insure

that technical material carried on board a SIGINT plat.form
continue to be limited to that considered abeolutely
essential to the
mission.

;

~ccomplishment

0£ the particular SIGINT

Documents not essential to mission, but which might

be useful on subsequent missions, should be retained for

issue to platforms as required."

The SCA' s were quick to

comply.
In March of this year, I espressed concern (to the
three SCA' s .rnd CMC) over SIGINT holdings in exposed areas,
and asked for information on " ••• inventory controls in
effect at Direct Support Units. 11

Their response was as follows:

The NSG and CMC advised me that the unit in Da Nang,
South Vietnam, held a minimum amount of Category II material,
· and was complying with pertinent directives.
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ASA adviaed that

th~

had reviewed general security

\\

procedurQs, that DirectoSupport Units (DSU's) held a minimwa

I

amount of Cat990ry II material, and had destroyed items as

soon as their use:fulness was over thus, keeping their SIGINT
holdings

t~

AF~~-

The

a minimum.
is a till awaiting a reply from their Pacific

No Code

-

headquarter&, be:fore answering our request.
In

addition.a~

perhapa a fact not generally known, is

that the Navy has provided armed escort ships for some of
the more sensitive TRS operations since

•ne PUEBLO

incident.

The MUL.LER, fr.)r instance,l"J:\as a destroyer escort while

...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,~

The GEORGETOWN also had a destroyer

I____________.

escort during its recent cruise ....

These

escort actions are in addition to the Navy's action in

incx-eas~ng

the modest armament to th• TRS's and AGER's themselves.
NSA aas ;\ lso prepared two draft changes to pertinent
MUS9:> documents which are now being coordinated with the SCA's.

These will require the forwarding of SIGINT document inventories
from all SCA sites and would include all documents issued by

DIRNSA, Service Cryptologic Agencies, their subordinate elements,
and other

u.s.

agencies or activities.

This action was actually

initiated by NSA in July 1967 in a request to. DIRNAVS£CGRU
concerning the need to have on hand an inventory of all SIGINT

.
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docutDenta aboard Technical Reaearch Shipe.

Because of the

length of the inventoriea OIRNAVSRCGRU recommended that DIRNSA
establish a central machine accounting syst911
A

Docu~ent

~or

this purpose.

Control System has been formulated arrl the system

is curr,mtly beino evaluated aboard the USS BELJ.l)NT and USS
GBORGE'IO\tlN.

In the paat the concept for AGER direct support operation•
bas all°"1e<l for a diver1ion of any miseion to cover 1hort-notice.
high priority requirements.
for such

~ventualities,

To ensure proper technical support

which would very likely preclude a

return to port, SIGINT support materials had to be available
at the C()(Ulencament of a long patrol.

It must now be recognized

that i{·s11tcurity is to be properly accomplished that diveraion
of a shipborne platform will, from now on, be considerably
curtailed

by

adherence to our guidance to the SCA's on limiting

SIGINT holdings aboard such a platform.

We are conducting

further review of the problem with the SO\.

In other related

action~recently

studY;dated 10 May 1968, entitled:

concluded is a JCS
Seaborne Intelligence

Collection Platform Study Group Report.

This study examines

the total seaborne ineelli9ence collection effort in detail
including the rational for the need, a review· of the intelligence yield, and an assessment 0£ the risk factors.
There also is a Top secret HVCO:> report in the "green"
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prepared by the J-3, tor the Joint Chiefs of Staff entitled&
Peac•tima Reconnai••ance and Certain Sensitive Operations

Directive (U).

The matter ot TRS and AGER, plus ships

opera ting in aenai tive areas i• covered extensiv'3ly.

NSA.

has pa1·ticipated along with DIA and the Military Departments
in the ..tevelopment of this overall study which consolidates
and upda ·tes, under one baeic management directive, in.formation

and guid.ll.nce pertaining to peacetime military reconnaissance
&nd sensitive operations neceaaitated by the Deputy Secretary
of Defense guidance to the

report in
programs
tion M

~hort

1.: d

Joint Chiefs of Staff.

The

covers every aspect of the many reconnaissance

operations conducted by the U.s.

Since finaliza-

tne report I understand that a Navy statement

or

nonconcuJ"rence, dated 28 May 1968, has been received by the JCS.
In summary, I feel that there has been positive action

taken in rteveloping corrective measures which will be
helpful in avoiding
with the USS PUEBLO.

a repetition
The

NS~

o'f a

loss such as suffered

policy to hold shipboard

material to an absolute minimum for the specific

classifi~l

SIGINT mission, may result' in a less effective scheduled
SIGINT operation and will undoubt ... ly hamper SIGINT operations

when the ship is diverted to a non-scheduled contingency mission.
However, the actions now being taken are positive ones that
will help in limiting the potential damage through such a loss
in the .future.
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